The vampire fang candy
Ingredients:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

12 finely chopped white chocolate
2 tablespoon edible red paint.
Crushed sugar
24 fallen vampire teeth
One vampire teeth shaped mold. Can be bought from any Vampire dentist in Darkmoor.

Prep time: 10 min
Cook time: 0 min
Chilling time: 30 min
Total time: 40 min
Yield: 24 vampire teeth
Preparation:
1. Make sure the vampire teeth shaped mold is clean and dry inside.
2. Use supernova on a piece of chopped white chocolate to melt it completely. Keep stirring till
absolutely smooth.
3. Spoon a small amount of the white chocolate in each of the cavity to fill them up. Tap the mold
gently at countertop to bring up any bubbles. Using your wand, scrape off the top of the mold to
remove any excess chocolate from there.
4. Repeat the process again, re-warming the chocolate if necessary so it flows smoothly. Keep
repeating until you have 24 vampire teeth.
5. Use Ice Wyverm on the total set to freeze them. Keep using it continuously on them for 30 min.
6. Crush the 24 fallen vampire teeth using a platinum bowl and blunt side of a brass knife. Keep
crushing till they are powdered to dust.
7. After 30 min, carefully take the frozen teeth out from the frozen mold. If done properly, they
would have set.
8. Put 12 teeth together and put crushed sugar and crushed vampire teeth at their joints. These
should fuse together to form the upper jaw. Use the same process on remaining 12 teeth to
form the lower jaw.
9. Once all the teeth are formed, take the red paint and heat it in similar fashion to the white
chocolates earlier. Heat them will they are absolutely smooth.
10. Dip every tooth a little in the melted paint so their tips all appear to be dripping blood.
11. Offer them to friends, family or strangers in commons. Or you try one yourself.

Effect: When eaten, they make 24 real vampire fangs appear above the normal teeth. Cannot be
removed in any way during this time. Disappears automatically after 24 hours.

